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 Abstract 
A universal testing machine (UTM) is utilized to test the elasticity and compressive quality of materials. The  Universal 

testing machine (UTM) is utilized to test the mechanical properties (pressure, pressure and so on.) of a given test 

example by applying pliable, compressive or transverse anxieties. The machine has been named so due to the wide 

scope of tests it can perform over various sort of materials. Various tests like strip test, flexural test, pressure test, twist 

test, rubbing test, spring test and so on can be performed with the assistance of UTM [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

New techniques to quantify the physical properties of thin-films are as of now required. Especially, detailed mechanical 

properties of materials at these measurements are mutt rently dubious in the scientific writing. In this manner,it is 

necessary to propose systems for deciding mechanical properties of slight films, for example, versatile modulus, 

Poison's ratio and quality. Properties of materials at miniaturized scale and nano-scale are of significant intrigue in view 

of the one of a kind properties related with little volumes. These remarkable appropriate ties are expanding the 

significance of dainty films and nano-structured materials utilized in a few mechanical applications. stimations of the 

flexible modulus and yield purpose of a business polymer film were utilized to approve the exhibition of the testing 

machine [3], [4]. The acquired mechanical properties are in great understanding with the mean qualities revealed by the 

provider and with the qualities acquired from a business machine, considering the constraints of slight film testing and 

test conditions. The UTM is a versatile and valuable piece of testing equipment that can evaluate materials properties 

such as tensile strength, elasticity, compression, yield strength, elastic and plastic deformation, bend compression, and 

strain hardening. Different models of Universal Testing Machines have different load capacities, some as low as 5kN 

and others as high as 2,000kN. Qualities offers the most competitive line of Universal Testing Machines (Universal 

Tensile Tester) in the industry [5]–[7]. 
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                                                            Figure:1 

Result and Conclusion 

The presentation and low consistence estimation of our testing machine show that it is fitting to get dependable 

mechanical properties of consistent materials in slender and delicate materials. Our testing machine grants to exchange 

various components as indicated by the client prerequisites. An extra bit of leeway of our testing machine is the lower 

cost and littler size contrasted with other business machines. Future endeavors will address the utilization of  this gear to 

acquire the mechanical properties of flimsy metallic movies (unadulterated and compounds) with various nano-

thickness kept on polymeric substrates. 
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